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Energy system transitions
Some general observations (applicable at global, regional and national scale)

Transitions occur in direction of  reduced cost and greater convenience 
biofuels → coal → petroleum → (nuclear) → gas → renewables

New energy sources usually add to rather than replace older sources
total consumption increases as energy becomes more affordable, more convenient,

more widely available, more flexible, and less polluting

Old sources usually grow in absolute terms even as they lose market share
global coal consumption continued to grow for decades after its market share was 

surpassed by oil in 1960s



Gas has been among fastest-growing energy sources since 1970s
Dominance evident at global, regional and national scales

Affordability – cheaper than petroleum

Flexibility – more flexible than coal

Logistics – easier to transport than coal

Pollution – less air pollution than coal

Emissions – fewer CO2 emissions than coal



Global energy consumption has risen +1.8% per year since 1979
Most energy sources have seen continuous growth



Global gas consumption has risen faster than any other major source
Renewables have risen even faster but from a much smaller base



Gas has captured market share from coal and oil
Gas supplied 24% of all primary energy in 2019 up from 18% in 1979



Gas consumption growing twice as fast as oil
Gas use has grown faster than oil every year since 1995 except 1997 and 2009



Gas growth concentrated in Asia, Middle East and North America
Combination of  large markets with rapid growth rates



Top three markets have accounted for 70% of growth since 1979
Asia (32%), Middle East (21%), North America (18%)



Gas consumption growth has been fastest in Asia and Middle East
China’s gas consumption is surging and driving Asia total



Asia’s energy transition
Growing consumption of all energy sources



Asia’s energy mix still dominated by coal and to lesser extent oil
Gas is growing but from a relatively low base in most of  the region



Asia’s gas consumption rose +5.4% per year over decade 2009-2019
Twice as fast as in rest of world



China dominates regional energy system
China accounts for more than half of all energy used in Asia



China’s own energy transition
Growing energy demand has increased consumption from all energy sources



China’s energy system is changing but remains coal-dominated
Oil, hydro, gas and renewables are growing fast but still marginal



China’s gas consumption is growing rapidly
But low base ensures inroads into coal market share are slow



China remains unusually dependent on coal, hydro and renewables
Enormous potential for further growth in gas consumption



Regional gas consumption is not matched by regional production
Asia and Europe increasingly rely on imports from other areas



Asia gas production (ex three producers) not keeping up with demand
Regional gas consumption up +6% per year but production up just +4%



Asia’s consuming countries increasingly rely on imports
Net imports now account for half  of  consuming countries’ domestic needs



China’s gas production not matching consumption growth
Gas consumption +13% per year but gas production +8% in 2009-2019



China increasingly reliant on imports
Import dependence reached 42% in 2019 up from 5% in 2009



Regional imbalances are driving large inter-regional flows
LNG increasingly important to provide long-distance flexibility



Global LNG market highly concentrated: significant source of  risk
Five top importers in Asia account for 62% of world total

Four top exporters account for 62% of world total



Key issues for the LNG market
Pricing and risk management

Pricing determined by Asian consumption centres
❖ Northeast Asia now (China, Japan, South Korea)

❖ Indo-Pacific in future (including South Asia, Southeast Asia and Africa)

Import dependence creates multiple sources of  risk
❖ Weather conditions

❖ Shipping delays

❖ Production shortfalls

❖ Embargo

❖ Maritime blockade

Import reliance creates multiple forms of risk
❖ Price spikes

❖ Economic impact

❖ Balance of  payments

❖ Physical shortage

❖ Defence/national security



Risk control strategies (from consumer side)
Asia’s consumers face familiar problem with familiar policy responses

Diversify LNG suppliers
❖ Regional diversification

❖ Political diversification

Diversify supply systems
❖ Pipeline gas from Russia

❖ Multiple sea lanes

Diversify energy sources
❖ Renewables

❖ Nuclear

❖ Residual coal?

Increase domestic gas storage
❖ Depleted oil and gas fields

❖ Above ground tanks

Increase domestic gas production
❖ Shale and tight gas

❖ Offshore exploration

Increase energy efficiency
❖ Reduce energy intensity (US$GDP/Btu)

❖ Boost efficiency of power generation/use

Protect sea lines of  communication
❖ Deepwater navy

❖ Submarine forces

❖ Deterrence/asymmetric responses

Diplomatic relations and alliances
❖ Close links with key gas supply regions

❖ Relations with countries on transit routes



Risk control strategies (from producer side)
LNG exporters face corresponding risks from their customers

Diversify LNG customers
❖ Regional diversification

❖ Political diversification

Diversify home economy
❖ Renewables

❖ Petrochemicals

❖ Manufacturing/services

Sovereign wealth funds
❖ Reserves for the future

❖ Accelerating diversification

Increase domestic gas consumption 
❖ Power generation

❖ Energy-intensive manufacturing

❖ Petrochemicals

❖ Hydrogen/ammonia production and 

exporting

❖ Carbon capture and storage systems

Diplomatic relations and alliances
❖ Close links with key gas consuming 

regions

❖ Influence global climate change policy



Thank you

If  you would like to receive a free daily digest of  best in energy news plus my 

own research notes on oil, gas and other energy issues, you can add your email 

to the circulation list via this link: https://eepurl.com/dxTcl1

Twitter: @JKempEnergy

https://eepurl.com/dxTcl1

